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eusociality, enabling their amplification.
24
It is important to analyze evolution's fast tracks because they can 25 occasionally pre-empt the more familiar slow tracks. The traditional 26
Darwinian approach looks to some immediate usefulness that allows 27 differential survival to slowly operate on current variations in a trait. 28
Here I am instead looking for a self-sustaining process in the 29 habitat, then asking if it could affect a trait in the manner that a 30 catalyst increases chemical reaction rates. A desirable feature of such 31 .
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Conditions for the boom in the feedback loop bust that follows a brush fire; they recur far more often than climate 6 change. In a month, the burn scar becomes an auxiliary grassland 7 (Fig. 1 ) supporting a population boom for large grazing animals and 8 their dependent predators such as Homo erectus. The bust comes 9 decades later when returning brush squeezes the boom time 10 population out of the burn scar; then, many end up in the parent 11 population, the setup for feedback. Here I explore the boom-and-12 feedback process and show how it can enable trait hitchhiking in 13 evolution. 14 This analysis of the brush-fire feedback loop demonstrates an 15 exception to the usual way an adaptation is shaped by natural 16 selection. Boom-and-bust feedback loops can allow an unrelated trait 17 to repeatedly hitchhike; it need not be useful to be repeatedly 18 amplified. It was only when grazer booms began 2.4 mya (2) that 19 hitchhiking became available to amplify Homo traits such as 20 eusociality and behavioral versatility. 21 
27
Conditions for the boom in the feedback loop
28
The mile-high savannas of East Africa and South Africa have a 29 particularly high rate of lightning strikes. Many brush fires result and, 30 in the dry season, a large area can burn. Soon, grass sprouts (Fig. 1) . 31
If the burn scar has a path connecting to inhabited grassland, grazing 32 . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/053819 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 17, 2016;  animals from the brush frontier subpopulation will move in, followed 1 by their predators. 2
This offshoot grazer population quickly doubles and re-doubles to 3 fill the empty niche, all based on the grazer genes at the brush 4 frontier. They may differ from those of the core population, making 5 gene flow non-random (3). 6
To illustrate, consider the heritable cautious-to-bold spectrum for 7 exploratory behaviors. In the period before a lightning strike, the 8 lions and leopards hiding in the brush would preferentially reduce the 9 frontier numbers of the bold grazers, and so the innately cautious ones 10 would get more of the population boom when the corridor to the 11 empty niche (Fig. 2. 2) suddenly opens up via one of the "dead end" 12 paths. 13
In subsequent decades, as returning brush gradually replaces the 14 temporary grass, their offspring are squeezed out of the burn scar 15 (Fig. 2.4 ). If they join the parent population, they make both its 16 grasslands core and brush frontier ( Gene frequency refers to the relative proportion of alleles in the 5 gene's population. Here, concentrating an allele refers to making it 6 relatively more common in the catchment zone and amplification to 7 the entire process that increases an allele's numbers in the core, thus 8 shifting the allele proportion there. Altering allele proportions, often 9 in multiple genes, is the route to an adaptation, such as making the 10 population more innately cautious. 11
Even without feedback, differential survival shifts the frontier gene 12 frequencies, relative to the core, but mixing is slow to shift the core 13 when, say, the frontier subpopulation is only 5% of the total. 14 However, feedback's consolidation of a nonstandard offshoot 15 population back into a parent population quickly shifts its gene 16 frequencies in the manner of Sewall Wright's shifting balance theory 17 (4). 18
The sequence repeats with the next lightning strike, perhaps 19 somewhere else along the brushy border. How many complete 20 episodes does it take to triple the core's numbers of a frontier-relevant 21 allele? 22
Only five (Fig. 3) . Were the contrasts between core and frontier not 23 so exaggerated, it might be 50 repeats instead but that is still a short 24 time by the continuous-mixing standard. 25
Selective survival on the frontier may provide the skewed setup, but 26 the rapid tripling comes from filling the empty niche with the 27 frontier's gene frequencies and the later consolidation of this biased 28 offshoot population into the larger parent population to create 29
feedback. 30
Amplifying cautious is but one example of a trait that can be 31 enhanced by this feedback mechanism. 32 . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/053819 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 17, 2016;
The Darwinian process and state-dependent fecundity 
1
bust feedback episodes using a burn scar that is one-fourth the size of the 2 core grassland (here I fix the frontier at 80% cautious to emphasize the larger 3 effect of sheer numbers). After the squeeze by returning brush, the core 4 becomes 32% cautious, then 41%, 49%, 55%, and 60%. Tripling in five 5 episodes depends on the core starting at 20% cautious. If it starts at 50%, the 6 five episodes advance the core from 50% to 71% cautious. Such a simple model using 7 relative population sizes is possible because the desideratum, gene frequency, is itself a ratio,
8
because an overfull core is handled by carrying capacity in an unchanged way, and because I 9 assume no selective survival changes during amplification.
11
The Darwinian process and state-dependent suffice. Around the loop, there need not be a filter via selective 26 survival, which is merely one way that relevant alleles can be 27 concentrated in the catchment zone. 28
Most obviously, the brush fire loop should amplify frontier habitat 29 preference in the core population (Fig. 3.5 ). But it also amplifies any 30 trait that co-locates in the brush, provided it has a concentration 31 gradient between the core and the catchment. 32 
